BRIDGEFOOT STREET
GREEN CONTEXT - THE PARK:
Bridgefoot Street Park is one of two flagship
parks proposed under The Liberties Greening
Strategy to transform a vacant site at the end
of Bridgefoot Street. Dermot Foley Landscape
Architects in association with Dublin City Council
Parks and Landscaping completed an extensive
community led design phase with on-site design
workshops: resulting in a series of designated
spaces allowing for flexible use open space:
allotments and community gardens: a potential
cafe space: a terraced performance area:
passive recreation and informal and formal
play. The existing community garden has been
re-located within the park: enclosed by fencing
that protects and will host outdoor exhibitions.
Individual allotments will be provided on the
periphery of the park. Lighting has been
designed with community useage and safety at
its core: year round.
The park:s western side is dedicated to play
with a formal playground surrounded by a low
fence to ensure security. A series of mounds
cater for different spatial experiences and
outdoor events. Large boulders: slides and
steps are incorporated into these mounds in
such a way as to encourage children to engage
with the landscape. The new park will open to
Bridgefoot Street: Island Street and connect
through to Roe Lane to the Binary Hub and
Digital Hub.
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ARTIST'S WORKSPACE BUILDING
The Artists Workspaces building on Bridgefoot
Street is a response to the co-design process
whereby multiple groups came together to
develop a way of creating a building by and
for the people of Dublin 8. Its layout has
evolved from multiple stakeholder consultations
over a 10 month period to Q1 2021.
The community led workshops have resulted
in the design incorporating three prominent
facades: with one :working facade: to the
West which houses services and accommodates
a loading bay and goods lift. The main public
facing facade located on Bridgefoot Street
creates an open: public plaza with a sheltered
entranceway to create a sense of welcoming
and approachability.
The overall design
creates public: semi-public and private areas
for both the community and artists of Dublin
8 and allows all groups to occupy the building
symbiotically.
The design puts an emphasis on green space
and houses a public terrace to the south
which can be accessed by the community and
occupying artists. The workspaces have a north
facing communal terrace littered with seating
and greenery as a place to contemplate: share
ideas and have sheltered external space while
working and creating.
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